Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy Onassis
The Untold Story
Barbara Leaming; Read by Eliza Foss

The untold story of how one woman’s life was changed forever in a matter of seconds by a horrific trauma.

For almost six decades, Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis has fascinated people worldwide. Though the subject of numerous books and thousands of articles, there has always remained something mysterious about this very public woman.

With extraordinary skill and great sensitivity, Barbara Leaming’s biography explores the seemingly magical world of Jackie’s youth, her fairy-tale marriage to a wealthy and handsome Senator and Presidential candidate and her transformation into a deft political wife and First Lady. But the trauma of her husband’s murder would damage her far more than has been known. Until now.

Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy Onassis: The Untold Story is the first book to document Jackie’s brutal, lonely and valiant thirty-one-year struggle with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). In heartrending detail, we witness a struggle that unfolded at times before our own eyes, but which we failed to understand. While the life of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis has been examined countless times, it is only now that we can truly understand the untold story of this iconic woman. And the New York Times bestselling author, Barbara Leaming, is the perfect biographer for this task.

PRAISE

"The depth and drama of her storytelling deserves especially high praise." — The New York Times Book Review on Katharine Hepburn

"Leaming’s narrative soars.... Masterful." — Washington Post Book World on Jack Kennedy


BARBARA LEAMING is a NY Times bestselling author, and three of her books have been NY Times Notable Books of the Year. Her groundbreaking biography of America’s thirty-fifth president, Jack Kennedy, was the first to detail the lifelong influence of British history and culture and especially of Winston Churchill on JFK.
Saving Grace

Jane Green; Read by the author

From the bestselling author of *Family Pictures*, a powerful and riveting novel about one woman whose life begins to unravel after she hires a new assistant who seems too good to be true.

Grace and Ted Chapman. Literary power couple. On the surface, they seem to have it all. Beneath, what no one sees, is Ted’s rages. His mood swings. And the precarious house of cards that their lifestyle is built upon. When Ted’s longtime assistant and mainstay leaves, the house of cards begins to crumble and Grace, with dark secrets in her past, is most vulnerable. To the rescue comes Beth, a new assistant. Someone who will help handle Ted. Someone who has the calm efficiency to weather the storms that threaten to engulf their household. Soon, though, it’s clear to Grace that Beth might be too good to be true. And that this new interloper might be the biggest threat of all, one that could cost Grace her marriage, her reputation, and even her sanity.

PRAISE

Praise for the audiobook of *Tempting Fate*:

"Author Green skillfully narrates with a distinct voice for each character her thoughtful application of emphasis adds a great deal." — *Library Journal*

You Are Not Your Pain

Using Mindfulness to Relieve Pain, Reduce Stress, and Restore Well-Being---An Eight-Week Program

Vidyamala Burch and Dr. Danny Penman; Read by the author

From the coauthor of the bestselling Mindfulness, a practical and accessible 8-week plan for treating chronic pain that has been proven to be just as effective as prescription medication.

Pain, suffering, and stress can be intolerable, but it doesn’t have to be this way. You Are Not Your Pain reveals a simple set of mindfulness-based practices that you can incorporate into daily life to relieve chronic pain and the suffering and stress of illness. Clinical trials show that mindfulness meditation can be as effective as prescription painkillers and enhance the body’s natural healing systems. It also significantly reduces the anxiety, stress, depression, irritability, exhaustion, and insomnia that often accompanies chronic pain and illness. Developed by two authors who have themselves struggled with the severe pain of serious injuries, this accessible book reveals the eight-week program that will quickly melt away your suffering. Taking just 10-20 minutes per day, it is a simple yet effective way to soothe some of the most common causes of pain such as back problems, arthritis, and migraine. It is also effective for people undergoing chemotherapy, or suffering from heart disease, diabetes, fibromyalgia, celiac disease, and many other causes of severe and chronic pain.

Accompanied by a bonus CD of 12 meditations, readers will quickly learn to dissolve suffering by soothing the brain’s pain networks and live life fully once again.

PRAISE

"This book provides an extremely effective and elegant mind-body approach to healing for people dealing with the potentially hugely eroding effects of chronic pain and illness in their lives.... Highly recommended." —Jon Kabat-Zinn, PhD, author of Full Catastrophe Living and Wherever You Go, There You are, Professor Emeritus of the University of Massachusetts Medical School.

VIDYAMALA BURCH is founder and codirector of Breathworks, an organization offering mindfulness-based approaches to living well with chronic pain, illness, and stress and with teachers in over 15 countries. She is the author of Living Well with Pain and Illness based on her acclaimed program.

DANNY PENMAN is an award-winning journalist and author who writes for the London Daily Mail. He is coauthor of the bestselling Mindfulness: An Eight-Week Plan for Finding Peace in a Frantic World.
Dream a Little Dream

Kerstin Gier; Read by Marisa Calin

A new trilogy brimming with mystery, humor, and romance from New York Times—bestselling author Kerstin Gier!

Liv has been dealing with a lot lately. She and her family have just moved in with her mother’s new boyfriend in London, and she’s starting over (again) at a new school. But Liv isn’t sure that explains her dreams, which have gone from odd to… well, bizarre. Lately, her nighttime hours have been filled with talking stone statues, mysterious corridors, and creepy rituals conducted by four boys in a graveyard.

The strangest part is that Liv recognizes the boys. They’re classmates from her new school, and they seem to know things about her that they couldn’t possibly know… unless they actually are in her dreams? Luckily, Liv never could resist a good mystery, and all four of those boys are pretty cute....

PRAISE

"Narrator Marisa Calin dives enthusiastically into Book 2 of Gier’s time-travel trilogy… she delivers an accurate British accent, captures the teen characters in their rivalry and their pursuit of mysteries, imparts a good deal of character to the wise-guy gargoyle, Xemerius, and revels in the cliff-hanger ending." – AudioFile on Sapphire Blue

KERSTIN GIER is the New York Times—bestselling author of the Ruby Red trilogy, which has been translated into twenty-five languages.
God, Guns, Grits, and Gravy

Mike Huckabee; Read by the author

The New York Times bestselling author, and host of his own television and radio shows looks at American life, culture, politics, and ideals.

In Mike Huckabee’s new book God, Guns Grits & Gravy, he asks, “Have I been taken to a different planet than the one on which I grew up?” The NYT bestselling author explores today’s American culture, commenting on everything from government bailouts to the decreasing popularity of religion and patriotism in American citizens; coining the term "New American Outcast" to describe those who still believe in and practice fundamental American values. Huckabee addresses a range of topics that affect all American citizens, including governmental attacks on personal rights and freedoms in a chapter titled "Get Off My Lawn!", and the pressure we put on children to compete at school and in sports in a chapter titled "I'm All Grown Up!- I'm Nearly 8 Years Old."

At times lighthearted and comedic, at others bracingly realistic, Huckabee's brand of optimistic patriotism lends itself to discussing the reintroduction of fundamental American values, as well as a bright outlook for future generations. He calls for a reform of both political parties, not just the opposing left, in a chapter he calls "Rules for Reformers," and even criticizes his own party for turning against each other, instead of working together. Huckabee's fervent belief in the American people, as well as in the duties of American government, and what he calls the ongoing "process" of politics, is palpable and inspiring in God, Guns, Grits & Gravy.

MIKE HUCKABEE is the former governor of Arkansas, 2008 Presidential candidate, the host of the #1 rated show “Huckabee” on Fox News, and the voice of the “Huckabee Report”, heard on nearly 600 radio stations. He is the author of nine books, including several New York Times bestsellers. He and his wife, Janet, live in Florida and still spend time in Arkansas. They have three grown children and four grandchildren.
The Reaper: Autobiography of One of the Deadliest Special Ops Snipers

Nicholas Irving and Gary Brozek; Read by Jeff Gurner

The explosive memoir by the 3rd Ranger Battalion's deadliest sniper, known as "The Reaper"

Groundbreaking, thrilling and revealing, The Reaper is the astonishing memoir of Special Operations Direct Action Sniper Nicholas Irving, the 3rd Ranger Battalion's deadliest sniper with 33 confirmed kills, though his remarkable career total, including probables, is unknown.

In the bestselling tradition of American Sniper and Shooter, Irving shares the true story of his extraordinary career, including his deployment to Afghanistan in the summer of 2009, when he set another record, this time for enemy kills on a single deployment. His teammates and chain of command labeled him "The Reaper," and his actions on the battlefield became the stuff of legend, culminating in an extraordinary face-off against an enemy sniper known simply as The Chechnian.

Irving’s astonishing first-person account of his development into an expert assassin offers a fascinating and extremely rare view of special operations combat missions through the eyes of a Ranger sniper during the Global War on Terrorism. From the brotherhood and sacrifice of teammates in battle to the cold reality of taking a life to protect another, no other audiobook dives so deeply inside the life of a sniper on point.

PRAISE

"THE REAPER is the kind of book that you have to live to write—and it's more exciting than any thriller could be.” —Howard Wasdin, Navy SEAL and bestselling author of SEAL TEAM SIX

"Irving is also one of the most accomplished snipers in the US military. If you want to see the war through the precision of a sniper's scope, read THE REAPER." —Brandon Webb, New York Times bestselling author of The Red Circle and Editor in Chief of SOFREP.com

Nicholas Irving spent six years in the Army’s Special Operations 3rd Ranger Battalion 75th Ranger Regiment, serving in a wide range of positions, from demolitions assaulter to Master Sniper. His was the first African American to serve as a sniper in his battalion and has since trained the entire 3rd Ranger Battalion sniper section. He is now the CEO and owner of HardShoot, where he trains personnel in the art of long-range shooting, from olympic shooters to members of the Special Operations comm...
Fairest

The Lunar Chronicles: Levana's Story

Marissa Meyer; Read by Rebecca Soler

In this stunning bridge book between CRESS and WINTER in the bestselling Lunar Chronicles, Queen Levana’s story is finally told.

Mirror, mirror on the wall,  
Who is the fairest of them all?

Fans of the Lunar Chronicles know Queen Levana as a ruler who uses her “glamour” to gain power. But long before she crossed paths with Cinder, Scarlet, and Cress, Levana lived a very different story — a story that has never been told...until now.

In Fairest, Marissa Meyer spins yet another unforgettable tale about love and war, deceit and death.

PRAISE

“Rebecca Soler returns with another skilled performance, navigating multiple story lines in the fast-paced adventure while expertly distinguishing between characters with changes in pitch and accent.” – School Library Journal

“Narrator Rebecca Soler delivers a take-no-prisoners performance for the third title in The Lunar Chronicles. Her instinctive delivery of Meyer’s humor makes the story an addictive listen. Series fans and new listeners will be equally entranced.” – AudioFile Magazine

Marissa Meyer’s first and second books in the Lunar Chronicles series, Cinder and Scarlet, both debuted on the New York Times bestseller list. She lives in Tacoma, Washington, with her husband and their three cats.

marissameyer.com

ALSO AVAILABLE

Cress 2/2014 | 9781427236272  

Scarlet 2/2013 | 9781427229649  

Cinder: Book One of the Lunar Chronicles 1/2012 | 9781427215000  
The Nightingale

Hannah, Kristin; Read by Polly Stone

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author comes an epic novel of love and war, spanning from the 1940s to the present day, and the secret lives of those who live in a small French town.

Viann and Isabelle have always been close despite their differences. Younger, bolder sister Isabelle lives in Paris while Viann lives a quiet and content life in the French countryside with her husband Antoine and their daughter. When World War II strikes and Antoine is sent off to fight, Viann and Isabelle's father sends Isabelle to help her older sister cope. As the war progresses, it's not only the sisters' relationship that is tested, but also their strength and their individual senses of right and wrong. With life as they know it changing in unbelievably horrific ways, Viann and Isabelle will find themselves facing frightening situations and responding in ways they never thought possible as bravery and resistance take different forms in each of their actions.

Vivid and exquisite in its illumination of a time and place that was filled with great monstrosities, but also great humanity and strength, Kristin Hannah's novel will provoke thought and discussion that will have listeners talking long after they hear the last chapter.

PRAISE

"Polly Stone gives an excellent performance… her powerful narration gives De Rosnay’s captivating novel even greater impact." – Publishers Weekly on Sarah’s Key

"Polly Stone's delivery of Sarah's story is riveting with its spare emotional power." — AudioFile on Sarah’s Key

KRISTIN HANNAH is the New York Times bestselling author of twenty-one novels. A former lawyer turned writer, she is the mother of one son and lives with her husband in the Pacific Northwest and Hawaii.
Among Thieves

John Clarkson; Read by Peter Berkrot

*Mystic River* meets *Ocean's Eleven*, where a simple favor sends the enigmatic James Beck into deadly conflict with deadly people on both sides of the law

James Beck, ten years after being sent upstate for killing a cop, had his conviction overturned and was released from prison with a settlement of a few million dollars from the state of New York. Armed with a special set of skills and a platoon of loyal friends and fellow ex-cons, Beck opens a bar in Red Hook and a "business" in helping those neglected by the usual methods of justice.

When Beck’s partner’s niece is threatened, the crew finds themselves following a trail originating with a high-flying Manhattan hedge fund, leading to a Russian arms dealer, a brutal crew of fugitive Bosnian war criminals, as well as the NYPD, and the highest levels of US military intelligence. In order to survive, Beck and his guys will have to take down the entire system, one corrupt link after the next. But Beck's goal is more than survival. He wants to honor his word and protect his friend's niece; he wants to avoid any of his guys being sent back to prison and, of course, he wants to pull off the heist of a lifetime—with a $116 million dollar payday.

But nothing is as it first appears, and even though Beck is one step ahead of the game, it isn't nearly enough to guarantee a winning hand.

JOHN CLARKSON is the author of five previous thrillers and crime novels published in the late 90’s, and the early 00’s. During the day he ran a boutique advertising firm, then a private marketing and advertising consulting firm. He has worked directly with corporate clients such as NewPower, Chase Manhattan and E*Trade Financial where he helped create the notorious E*Trade Baby. Like James Beck, he lives in Brooklyn, New York.
The Secrets of Midwives

Sally Hepworth

A novel about three generations of midwives (a woman, her mother, and her grandmother) and the secrets they keep that push them apart and ultimately bind them together

* Reading Group Guide on program, read by the author
* Online advertising: BlogHer
* Outreach to Midwives and birthing centers
* Google keyword advertising
* Listen Up book clubs promotion

Audio tie-in to the SMP marketing plans, including:
* National Advertising and Publicity
* Reading Group Gold Newsletter Feature
* Discussion Guide Available Online
* Advanced Readers’ Editions
* Goodreads Advertising/Promotion
* Author website:
  http://www.sallyhepworthauthor.com

PRAISE

“That rare tale that weaves together the past and the present in a totally absorbing narrative. Sally Hepworth...spins a story that will hold you captivated till the very end.” —Emily Giffin

"From the first page, I could not put The Secrets of Midwives down. Sally Hepworth delves into family secrets and family love in two different eras, adding mystery and plot twists at a breathless, exhilarating pace. I simply love this book!” —Ann Hood, bestselling author of The Knitting Circle

“The Secrets of Midwives is women’s fiction at its finest...It’s touching, tender and obviously meticulously researched...A delightful read.” —Liane Moriarty

SALLY HEPWORTH lives in Melbourne, Australia, with her husband and two children. She is currently working on her next novel.
The First Wife

Erica Spindler; Read by Tavia Gilbert

In a thrilling new novel from the author of Justice for Sara, an idealistic young woman marries a man she barely knows only to discover his first wife disappeared under mysterious circumstances.

As a child, Bailey Browne dreamed of a knight in shining armor swooping in to rescue her and her mother. As she grew older, those dreams transformed, becoming ones of a mysterious stranger who swept her off her feet and whisked her away from her ordinary existence. Then, suddenly, there he was. Despite the ten year difference in their ages, her working class upbringing and his of privilege, Logan Abbott and Bailey fall deeply in love. Marriage quickly follows.

But when Logan brings her home to his horse farm in Louisiana, a magnificent estate on ninety wooded acres, her dreams of happily-ever-after begin to unravel. As she learns of Logan's tragic family history and rumors about the disappearance of his first wife, True, as well as other women in the area, Bailey questions her new life. Especially after another woman disappears, and all signs point to her husband's involvement.

At first Bailey ignores the whispers—even as they grow louder and circumstantial evidence against Logan mounts. But finally, Bailey must make a choice: believe what everyone says is true—or bet her life on the man she loves, but is realizing she hardly knows.

From the author of Justice for Sara, a thrilling new novel that will have you gasping on every page.

PRAISE

"Spindler's chilling novels explore our deepest fear—that danger is closer than we think. She is a master of addictive suspense." —Lisa Gardner, #1 New York Times bestselling author

"Filled with more twisted, dark paths than an ancient cemetery, Watch Me Die is a thriller guaranteed to chill your blood and set your teeth on edge." —Lisa Jackson

"[A] gripping romantic suspense thriller . . . The plot takes numerous twists and turns until reaching the startling conclusion." —Publishers Weekly on Watch Me Die

"Atmospheric, with new Orleans color . . . A fast-paced suspense with a little romance thrown in." —RT Book Reviews (4 stars) on Watch Me Die

New York Times bestselling author ERICA SPINDLER has written thirty novels, including Watch Me Die, Blood Vines, Breakneck, and Last Known Victim. She lives just outside New Orleans, Louisiana, with her husband and two sons.
The Empty Pot Storytime Set

Demi

Demi’s beloved tale of an honest schoolboy, now available for the first time as an audiobook, in a deluxe storytime set!

The Empty Pot has sold more than 450,000 copies in hardcover and paperback. Now, in a Storytime set format ideal for Demi’s lavish art, this classic favorite can be enjoyed again and again. This is a story about a boy who loves flowers but is unable to grow one in a contest that the emperor has created. Demi’s exquisite art and beautifully simple text show how Ping’s seeming failure is turned around in this satisfying tale of honesty rewarded.

PRAISE

"When the Chinese Emperor announces an unusual test to choose an heir—the child who raises the best flowers from a seed given by the Emperor will be his successor—Ping, unaccountably, is unable to get his seed to sprout... A lovely story, well told and most attractively presented."—Kirkus Reviews

"A beautifully crafted book that will be enjoyed as much for the richness of its illustrations as the simplicity of its story."—School Library Journal

DEMI is the author and illustrator of more than one hundred books for children, including Liang and the Magic Paintbrush, Buddha, and The Dalai Lama. She lives in Carnation, Washington.
Fear the Darkness

A Thriller

Becky Masterman; Read by Suzanne Toren

Recovering FBI agent Brigid Quinn returns in Becky Masterman’s follow-up to her stunning debut thriller Rage Against the Dying.

Retired FBI agent Brigid Quinn knows how difficult it can be to overcome one's past. But she is nothing if not a fighter. Even when the return of a serial killer from her past threatened to derail her new marriage, she managed to hold on to the life she's been trying to build in Tucson with her husband, Carlo.

At first, the new challenges in her life seem pretty mundane compared to a serial killer. After her sister-in-law dies, Brigid's nineteen-year-old niece Gemma-Kate comes to live with her and Carlo, to establish Arizona residency before starting college. Brigid doesn't exactly love the idea, especially since there's always been something unsettling about Gemma-Kate, but family is family. Meanwhile, Brigid agrees to help a local couple by investigating the death of their son—until dangerous things start to happen. As the menace comes closer and closer to home, Brigid starts to wonder if there's anyone she can trust.

After spending her career hunting sexual predators, Brigid has seen her share of evil. Still, it's not always easy to spot, even when it's right in front of you—partly because few people manage to be pure evil. But Brigid knows it's what you don't see, what you never expected, that can be the most treacherous....

PRAISE

“Judy Kaye delivers Brigid’s wisecracks in a matter-of-fact but easy-to-listen manner. She does an admirable job of portraying the villains as well as Brigid’s husband, who is a professor...Kaye’s pitch-perfect reading is smooth and consistent. As Brigid struggles to solve the killings and save herself, Kaye’s quickening pace and intensity keep listeners totally involved.” – AudioFile Magazine

“Narrated by the always-superb Judy Kaye... I don’t want to spoil this ingeniously plotted story, so I’m not going to give you any more details; you’re just going to have to listen. I got so hooked that I didn’t want to take the earphones off until the ...”

BECKY MASTERMAN is the acquisitions editor for a press specializing in medical textbooks for forensic examiners and law enforcement. She grew up in Fort Lauderdale, Florida and received her MA in creative writing from Florida Atlantic University. Becky lives in Tucson, Arizona, with her husband.
Empire Rising

Cmdr. Rick Campbell; Read by Jeff Gurner

After a decade-long secret military build-up, China launches a sneak attack on the U.S. Pacific fleet in this thrilling sequel to *The Trident Deception*

Xiang Li Cheng, the President of the People's Republic of China, has both a problem and a plan. The problem is that the limited supply of oil available to China is threatening to derail his country's economic growth and prosperity. And to secure access to those resources, he must contend with powerful U.S. Navy and the Pacific Fleet.

After a decades-long largely secret military build up, Cheng sets his plan in motion by suddenly invading Taiwan and drawing the Pacific Fleet in to its defense. With a faster, larger fleet with more capable long range missiles, China is able to surprise and quickly overwhelm the American fast attack fleet, all but wiping out the U.S. forces on deployment. Then China turns to its real objective — invasion and expansion across Asia, starting with the four main Islands of Japan.

While the Atlantic Fleet surges westward to defend its allies and respond to the destruction of their counterparts, it falls to an unlikely alliance of three people to stop this incursion and prevent World War III. National Security Advisor Christine O'Connor has critical information, but she's trapped in Beijing; Captain Murray Wilson, C.O. of the submarine USS Georgia must somehow infiltrate the Chinese submarine blockade; and Navy SEAL Jake Harrison must lead a strike team into the most hostile of territories with only hours to implement the most daring plan ever.

PRAISE

Praise for *The Trident Deception*:

"Campbell does an amazing job, balancing character interaction with high-octane action...the best novel about a submarine since Tom Clancy’s *The Hunt For Red October*" —Booklist (starred)

"No one puts the reader inside a nuclear submarine like Rick Campbell does. Compelling and thrilling, this novel is a must-read." —Jack Coughlin, author of *Shooter*

**RICK CAMPBELL**, a retired Navy Commander, spent more than twenty years on multiple submarine tours. On his last tour, he was one of the two men whose permission was required to launch the submarine's nuclear warhead-tipped missiles. Campbell is the author of *The Trident Deception* and lives with his family in the greater Washington, D.C. area.
The Wednesday Group
Sylvia True; Read by Orlagh Cassidy

An unputdownable debut novel about five women who meet in therapy to discuss the trials of being married to sex addicts

Gail, Hannah, Bridget, Lizzy, Flavia. Each of them has a shameful secret, and each is about to find out that she is not alone... Gail, a prominent Boston judge, keeps receiving letters from her husband’s latest girlfriend, while her husband, a theology professor, claims he’s nine-months sober from sex with grad students. Hannah, a homemaker, catches her husband having sex with a male prostitute in a public restroom. Bridget, a psychiatric nurse at a state hospital, is sure she has a loving, doting spouse, until she learns that he is addicted to chat rooms and matchmaking websites. Lizzy, a high school teacher, is married to a porn addict, who is withdrawn and uninterested in sex with her. Flavia was working at the Boston Public Library when someone brought her an article that stated her husband had been arrested for groping a teenage girl on the subway. He must face court, and Flavia must decide if she wants to stay with him. Finally, Kathryn, the young psychologist running the group, has as much at stake as all of the others.

As the women share never-before-uttered secrets and bond over painful truths, they work on coming to terms with their husbands’ addictions and developing healthy boundaries for themselves. Meanwhile, their outside lives becomes more and more intertwined, until, finally, a series of events forces each woman to face her own denial, betrayal and uncertain future head-on.

PRAISE

"A brilliantly perceptive novel of betrayed wives and female friendship...[that] gives us that rarest of treats: an ensemble of perfectly-drawn characters whose heartaches and revelations keep you riveted to the page, holding your breath."—Beatriz Williams, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of A Hundred Summer

"An intimate and intensely real view into the lives of these women...this wonderful story of their strength and resilience is timeless, and one we need to hear."—Kaye Gibbons, NYT bestselling author of Ellen Foster and Charms for the Easy Life

SYLVIA TRUE was born in Manchester, England, and now lives in Massachusetts with her husband and two children. She received her BS in chemistry and her Master's in Education, and now teaches chemistry at Holliston High School, where she is the head of the Science and Technology Department. The Wednesday Group is her first novel.
The Jesus Code

David Gibson and Michael McKinley

A companion audiobook to CNN's six-night, six-hour primetime television series that takes viewers on a forensic and archaeological journey through the Bible.

THE JESUS CODE explores six major artifacts, including the Shroud of Turin, the True Cross, and the Holy Grail, that give us the most direct evidence about the life and world of Jesus. The audiobook and attendant CNN series provide a dramatic way to retell "the greatest story ever told" while introducing a broad audience to the history, the latest controversies, and newest forensic science involved in sorting out facts from the fiction of would-be forgers and deceivers. The audiobook and the show draw on experts from all over the world. Beyond the faithful, the audiobook will appeal also to the skeptical and to curious listeners of history and archaeology, while it takes viewers of the primetime TV series deeper into the story. With a fascinating, blockbuster subject, top-notch authors, and official CNN tie-in and support, we have tremendous opportunity to make THE JESUS CODE a bestseller and category classic.

DAVID GIBSON is an award-winning journalist, author and filmmaker who specializes in covering the Catholic Church. He is a frequent NPR commentator, and has written three books. He also writes for The New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and Fortune among others.

MICHAEL MCKINLEY is an award-winning author, filmmaker, journalist and screenwriter. He has written several books, and wrote and co-produced the documentary film "Sacred Ballot" as well as several documentaries for CNN Presents.
Mightier Than the Sword

Jeffrey Archer; Read by Alex Jennings

The next breathtaking installment in Jeffrey Archer’s New York Times and #1 internationally bestselling Clifton Chronicles series carries the Clifton family into the late 1960s

Jeffrey Archer’s sweeping tale of the Clifton family advances to the late 1960s. Harry Clifton is more successful than ever as a novelist, and has just been elected president of PEN Britain. He learns of a writer in Russia whose memoir of life inside Stalin’s palace has landed the writer in prison for life, his book taken off shelves and destroyed. Harry becomes obsessed with freeing the writer and telling his story.

His wife, Emma, meanwhile is the chair of Barringtons Shipping, having escaped a plot to destroy their company by bombing one of their luxury liners, and now the company is thriving. But old villains remain determined in their efforts to bring down both Emma and her family. From Major Alex Fisher to his friend and ally Mrs. Virginia Fenwick, Emma will have to use every tool she has to save them.

Their son Sebastian’s banking career means everything to him, but is he willing to give up Samantha, the love of his life, in pursuit of his success?

Once again, in the hands of our age’s most masterful storyteller, the lives of the Clifton family will have listeners mesmerized.

PRAISE

"Archer spins sufficient narrative threads for six novels, complete with ample money, Old-Boy connections, intrigue and a deus ex machina. What-will-happen-next reading."—Kirkus Reviews

"No family saga would be complete without a villain, and this book has a good one, a well-drawn and believable character whose motivations are understandable. This thoroughly engaging old-school, multigenerational saga harks back to the work of Malcolm Macdonald, Belva Plain, and Irwin Shaw."—Booklist

"Archer knows how to dole out tiny crumbs of suspense right up to the last page, which ends with…a really excellent cliffhanger."—Washington Post

Jeffrey Archer was educated at Oxford University. He has served five years in Britain’s House of Commons and twenty-two years in the House of Lords. All of his novels and short story collections—including Be Careful What You Wish For, Best Kept Secret, Sins of the Father, and Only Time Will Tell—have been international bestselling books. Archer is married with two sons and lives in London and Cambridge.
All the Old Knives

Olen Steinhauer; Read by Edoardo Ballerini

New York Times bestselling espionage master Olen Steinhauer delivers an intimate, taut thriller about two ex-coworkers—ex-spies and ex-lovers—reuniting one last time.

Nine years ago, terrorists hijacked a plane in Vienna. Somehow, a rescue attempt staged from the inside went terribly wrong and everyone on board was killed.

Members of the CIA stationed in Vienna during that time were witness to this terrible tragedy, gathering intel from their sources during those tense hours, assimilating facts from the ground with a series of texts coming from one of their agents inside the plane. So when it all went wrong, the question had to be asked: Had their agent been compromised, and how?

Two of those agents, Henry Pelham and Celia Harrison, were lovers at the time, and in fact that was the last night they spent together. Until now. That night Celia decided she’d had enough; she left the agency, married and had children, and is living an ordinary life in the suburbs. Henry is still an analyst, and has traveled to California to see her one more time, to relive the past, maybe, or to put it behind him once and for all.

But neither of them can forget that long-ago question: Had their agent been compromised, and how? And each of them also wonders what role tonight’s dinner companion might have played in the way things unfolded.

All the Old Knives is Olen Steinhauer’s most intimate, most cerebral, and most shocking novel to date—from the New York Times bestselling author deemed by many to be John le Carré’s heir apparent.

PRAISE

For Steinhauer's newest international spy thriller, Edoardo Ballerini gives the auditory impression of a multicast production. As the setting moves throughout Eastern Europe and North Africa, Ballerini guides the listener along with graceful changes in accents.

And as the plot alternates perspectives—telling the same story over from different characters’ viewpoints—Ballerini keeps the audience from losing track with a distinctive voice and tone for each person. He’s so good that it’s hard to believe it’s just one narrator. Ballerini's pacing exudes an atmosphere of deception, darkness, and despair, reflective of both the characters and setting...

OLEN STEINHAUER, the New York Times bestselling author of nine previous novels, is a Dashiell Hammett Award winner, a two-time Edgar award finalist, and has also been shortlisted for the Anthony, the Macavity, the Ellis Peters Historical Dagger, the Ian Fleming Steel Dagger, and the Barry awards. Raised in Virginia, he lives in New York and Budapest, Hungary.
Resilience

Hard-Won Wisdom for Living a Better Life

Eric Greitens; Read by the author

You cannot bounce back from hardship. You can only move through. Through pain to wisdom. Through suffering to strength. Through fear to courage.

Two years ago, Eric Greitens suddenly heard from a former SEAL comrade from his training class, a brother-in-arms he hadn’t seen in a decade. Drew Sheets was one of the toughest of the tough, but ever since he returned home from war to his young family in a small logging town, he had been suffering. Without a sense of purpose, plagued by PTSD, and drinking heavily, he needed help. He and Eric started writing and talking, nearly every day, and Eric set down his thoughts on what it takes to live a resilient life: how to build purpose, deal with pain, practice compassion, develop your vocation, find a mentor, create happiness, follow a role model, think about the story of your life …and much more. Eric’s letters are now gathered and edited into a masterpiece of warrior wisdom.

Resilience grabs listeners because it’s real. It grapples with real pain. Real hardship. Real problems. It’s also practical: the wisdom is deep, but it’s written to a friend in trouble in a way that leads to clear solutions. And Resilience works, ultimately, because it’s hopeful. We all face pain and hardship, difficulty and doubt. Everyone suffers. But with Resilience, it’s also possible for all of us to grow: to live vital, flourishing lives.

ERIC GREITENSHas been a Navy SEAL, bestselling author, Rhodes Scholar, White House Fellow, and Founder of The Mission Continues. He has been awarded the Bronze Star and was named by Fortune Magazine as one of the World’s 50 Greatest Leaders in 2014. He is the author of the New York Times bestseller The Heart and the Fist.

Eric Greitens; Read by the author

You cannot bounce back from hardship. You can only move through. Through pain to wisdom. Through suffering to strength. Through fear to courage.

Two years ago, Eric Greitens suddenly heard from a former SEAL comrade from his training class, a brother-in-arms he hadn’t seen in a decade. Drew Sheets was one of the toughest of the tough, but ever since he returned home from war to his young family in a small logging town, he had been suffering. Without a sense of purpose, plagued by PTSD, and drinking heavily, he needed help. He and Eric started writing and talking, nearly every day, and Eric set down his thoughts on what it takes to live a resilient life: how to build purpose, deal with pain, practice compassion, develop your vocation, find a mentor, create happiness, follow a role model, think about the story of your life …and much more. Eric’s letters are now gathered and edited into a masterpiece of warrior wisdom.

Resilience grabs listeners because it’s real. It grapples with real pain. Real hardship. Real problems. It’s also practical: the wisdom is deep, but it’s written to a friend in trouble in a way that leads to clear solutions. And Resilience works, ultimately, because it’s hopeful. We all face pain and hardship, difficulty and doubt. Everyone suffers. But with Resilience, it’s also possible for all of us to grow: to live vital, flourishing lives.

ERIC GREITENSHas been a Navy SEAL, bestselling author, Rhodes Scholar, White House Fellow, and Founder of The Mission Continues. He has been awarded the Bronze Star and was named by Fortune Magazine as one of the World’s 50 Greatest Leaders in 2014. He is the author of the New York Times bestseller The Heart and the Fist.
Frank

Barney Frank; Read by the author

The autobiography of America’s smartest, feistiest and funniest politician

How did a disheveled, intellectually combative gay Jew with a thick New Jersey–Massachusetts accent become one of the most effective politicians of his times?

In this candid and witty political memoir, Barney Frank relates his journey from the outskirts of New York City to Boston’s City Hall and the Massachusetts legislature, and then to the U.S. Congress, where he played a vital role in the struggle for personal freedom and economic fairness over four decades. With his trademark directness and insight, Frank explores the emotional toll of living in the closet and how he became the first member of Congress to voluntarily disclose his homosexuality. And he chronicles his lifelong struggle against inequality, which culminated in co-writing the most significant Wall Street regulations since the Great Depression. He also demonstrates how he used his rhetorical skills to expose his opponents’ hypocrisies and delusions, and details the endless favors, grudges and fears that compose a legislator’s career. From the Clinton impeachment to the economic meltdown of 2008 to the repeal of Don’t Tell, Frank’s words and deeds mattered, and Frank shows why. Here is a guide to how political change really happens, composed by a master of the art; and a testament to how Democrats, if they reject purism and passivity, can rebuild trust in an active government.

BARNEY FRANK represented the 4th district of Massachusetts for five decades, and chaired the House Financial Services Committee from 2007 to 2013. He is the first member of congress to enter a same-sex marriage while serving in office. He is a regular commentator on MSNBC and lives near Portland, Maine with his husband.
The Cavendon Women

Barbara Taylor Bradford; Read by Anna Bentinck

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author, a novel set in Edwardian England and featuring the characters of Cavendon Hall

The stunning sequel to Barbara Taylor Bradford’s Cavendon Hall follows the Inghams’ and the Swanns’ journey from a family weekend in the summer of 1926 through the devastation of the Wall Street crash of 1929. It all begins in July of 1926 when, for the first time in years, the earl has planned a family weekend. As the family members come together, secrets, problems, joys, and sorrows are revealed. As old enemies come out of the shadows and the Swanns’ loyalty to the Inghams gets tested in ways none of them could have predicted, it’s up to the Cavendon women to band together and bring their family into a new decade, and a new way of life.

PRAISE

"Anna Bentinck's characterizations bring to life the aristocratic Inghams and their fiercely loyal servants, the Swanns...Bentinck's vocal portraits, particularly those of the Inghams' insipid daughters, draw listeners into Cavendon Hall." —AudioFile

BARBARA TAYLOR BRADFORD was born and brought up in England, where she started her writing career as a journalist. She has written twenty-nine international bestsellers. The Cavendon Women is her thirtieth novel. In 2007 Queen Elizabeth awarded her the OBE for her literary achievements. She lives in New York with her husband, television, and film producer Robert Bradford.
The Dog Who Saved Me

Wilson, Susan; Read by Fred Berman

From the New York Times bestselling author of A Man of His Own comes a novel about one very special dog and the human lives he touches

A former Boston K-9 unit policeman turned animal control officer in bucolic Harmony Farms, Cooper Harrison is up against rescuing a gun shy and wounded dog gone feral, and proving that his low-life older brother is back in the drug business. Fighting his shattering grief at the death his K-9 partner killed in the line of duty, and a staggering loss of confidence from physical and psychic wounds of his own, Harrison is back where he started, where his father Bull was once known as the town drunk. Where his brother was a delinquent and bully. Where he’s one of ‘those’ Harrisons. Where Cooper must learn to forgive and, only then, heal.

PRAISE

"Do you devour it all at once, or limit your listening to make it last longer? Either way, this story unfolds with delicate perfection… Christina Delaine gives us all of Justine’s love and longing—for Mack and for her other lost connections. In alternate chapters, Fred Berman details Mack’s journey, and that of the Parmalees. Both narrators portray grief and hope, despair and great love with professionalism and sensitivity. They reach that elusive 'audio grail,' staying entirely out of the way of the story. Wilson’s perfect ending is a delicious dessert after a satisfying meal." —AudioFile on The Dog Who Danced, Earphones Award winner

The Patriot Threat

Steve Berry; Read by Scott Brick

Our first novel from renowned New York Times bestseller Steve Berry, The Patriot Threat continues the Cotton Malone series with his next riveting, history-based thriller

What if the 16th Amendment was never truly ratified? What if the U.S. government was not allowed to collect income tax? What if a man somehow gathered the evidence to prove it, and wanted to sell it to America’s biggest enemy? In Steve Berry’s latest thriller, this is exactly the scenario he entertains.

Steve Berry is one of today’s most successful thriller writers, a major talent who regularly hits in the top ten on the New York Times bestseller list.

His protagonist, Cotton Malone, once a member of the Magellan Billet, an elite intelligence division of the Department of Justice, is now retired, but occasionally he allows himself to be drawn back in for a job or two by his former boss, Stephanie Nelle. So when she wants someone to track a rogue North Korean who may have gotten his hands on some top-secret Treasury Department files that could have far-reaching consequences—the kind of consequences that could bring down a nation—she sends Cotton on a break-neck chase across Europe to retrieve them.

With cameo appearances by FDR and Andrew Mellon, based on ninety percent historical fact and ten percent brilliant speculation, Steve Berry’s trademark mix of history and suspense, fact and “what if,” leads to an edge-of-your-seat thriller that will entertain listeners from beginning to end.

PRAISE

"Scott Brick continues to bolster his status as one of the best narrators of international thrillers with his excellent reading of Steve Berry’s latest." —Publishers Weekly on The Venetian Betrayal

"Brick reads with verve and a wry style that propels every moment of the book towards its exciting finish." —AudioFile on The Amber Room

STEVE BERRY is the New York Times and #1 internationally bestselling author of twelve previous books, most recently The Lincoln Myth and The King’s Deception. His books have been translated into 40 languages with 17,000,000 copies in 51 countries. Steve was born and raised in Georgia. He was a trial lawyer for 30 years and held elective office for 14 of those years. He lives in Georgia with his wife. Narrator Scott Sowers has read numerous audiobooks, including books by Douglas Preston, Robert L...
Instinct
Sherrilyn Kenyon; Read by Holter Graham

The next novel in the bestselling Chronicles of Nick series from #1 New York Times bestselling author SHERRILYN KENYON.

Zombies, demons, vampires, shape-shifters—another day in the life of Nick Gautier—and those are just his friends. But now that he’s accepted the demon that lives inside him, he must learn to control it and temper the very emotions that threaten the lives of everyone he cares for. Something that’s hard to do while trying to stay off the menus of those who want his head on a platter. And no one wants him more than the dark gods who created his race. Now that they know where he is, they will stop at nothing to reclaim him. And without knowing it, Nick has just embraced the one person he should never have trusted. The one person who will hand him over to his enemies to get back the life they lost.

Nick has finally accepted his fate; Now he must learn to defy his destiny, and the dark, deadly forces that will stop at nothing to destroy everyone he loves so that they can again return to the world of man and own it.

PRAISE
"[A] publishing phenomenon . . . [Sherrilyn Kenyon is] the reigning queen of the wildly successful paranormal scene." —Publishers Weekly

"Kenyon's writing is brisk, ironic and relentlessly imaginative. These are not your mother's vampire novels." —Boston Globe

"[An] engaging read." —Entertainment Weekly

New York Times bestselling author SHERRILYN KENYON is a regular in the #1 spot. This extraordinary bestseller continues to top every genre in which she writes. With more than 40 million copies of her books in print in more than one hundred countries, her current series include The Dark-Hunters, The League, and Chronicles of Nick. Her Chronicles of Nick and Dark-Hunter series are soon to be major motion pictures.
Every Fifteen Minutes

Lisa Scottoline

From the New York Times bestselling author of Keep Quiet, a new novel of suspense and emotional justice

Tom Fortez is a psychiatrist with a successful private practice and a loving wife and daughter. He's held in high esteem at the prestigious psychiatric hospital and on the national book-and-lecture circuit. One of his most complex patients is Mike Browning, a brilliant but disturbed young man who has begun to exhibit violent delusions directed at the employees of the insurance company from which he was recently fired. He's particularly focused on a young woman who spurned his advances, and he's made statements about her in his therapy sessions that make Tom concerned for her safety. Tom is struggling to decide whether to breach the confidentiality of his patient (thus thwarting his efforts at treatment) by going to the police when Browning goes missing. And then the woman in question is found raped and murdered in her apartment complex. Tom immediately goes to the police to report what he knows, and suddenly finds himself in the headlines, the target of scorn and anger throughout the community. The nightmare only gets worse when Browning takes hostages at the insurance company. As Tom investigates on his own he finds clues that Browning may not have committed the rape and murder, and he must hurry to solve the murder and stop Browning from killing any hostages before time runs out.

PRAISE

Praise for Lisa Scottoline:

"TERRIFIC! —Booklist on Accused"

"Scottoline writes riveting thrillers that keep me up all night, with plots that twist and turn."—Harlan Coben

"Scottoline knows how to keep readers in her grip." —The New York Times Book Review

"Lisa Scottoline is one of the very best writers today." —Michael Connelly

"Scottoline writes with genuine snap, producing smartly structured mystery thrillers." —Entertainment Weekly

LISA SCOTTOLINE is a New York Times bestselling and Edgar Award–winning author of twenty-one novels. She has served as President of Mystery Writers of America, and and she is a weekly columnist for the Philadelphia Inquirer. Her columns have been collected in four books and optioned for television. She has 30 million copies of her books in print in the United States, and she has been published in thirty countries. She lives in the Philadelphia area with an array of disobedient pets.
Compulsion

Allison Brennan; Read by Eliza Foss

In *New York Times* bestseller Allison Brennan's next thriller *Compulsion* featuring tough-as-nails Max Revere, reporting on a serial killer's trial takes a dangerous turn when Max realizes the killer has an a...

Investigative journalist Maxine "Max" Revere is covering the high profile New York City trial of serial killer Adam Bachman, and Max is excited when she’s granted a rare interview with him. She has a lot to ask him, and she’s also hoping to find out if Bachman knows anything about a couple who’s been missing since the week before his arrest. But her time with him doesn’t go quite as planned. Max isn’t fazed by much, but Bachman gets under her skin—he seems to know a lot more about her than he should. In fact, Max starts to wonder if Bachman might not be working alone. Could he have a partner on the outside?

Max is determined to get to the truth. But if her suspicions are correct, she might be walking into a lot of trouble. The kind of trouble no one—not the man she’s seeing, Detective Nick Santorini, not her ex, FBI Special Agent Marco Lopez—can help her out of. The kind of trouble that could cost her life.

**PRAISE**

*Notorious* blew me away. Explosive suspense ratchets up with every turn of the page as murders—both past and present—twist into a story that demands to be read in one sitting. Here is a novel destined for bestsellerdom that will leave people clamoring for more stories of Max Revere. I know I will be!"—James Rollins

"Fast-paced fun! *Notorious* packs in the thrills as investigative reporter Max confronts new murders and old family secrets in a suspense novel guaranteed to keep you up late at night!"—Lisa Gardner

"A high octane thriller…Max Revere is a smart, savvy and irrepressible modern hero."—Andrew Gross

ALLISON BRENNAN is the *New York Times* and *USA Today* bestselling author of more than twenty novels and many short stories. A former consultant in the California State Legislature, she lives in Northern California with her husband Dan and their five children.
Word Workout, Level Three
Building a Muscular Vocabulary One Step at a Time
Charles Harrington Elster; Read by the author

A practical audiobook program for building vocabulary, from the expert that brought you Verbal Advantage and The Accidents of Style.

"People judge you by the words you use." This has never been more true than in our text-driven world of quick communications and often sloppy language use. Word Workout is a practical audiobook for building vocabulary—a graduated program featuring thousands of words that begins with words known by most college graduates and ascends to words known only by the most educated, intelligent, and well-read adults. The workout is a comprehensive program, chock-full of information about synonyms, antonyms, and word origins, and replete with advice on proper usage and pronunciation, with creative review quizzes and longer review tests after each level to reinforce learning. Unlike other vocabulary audiobooks, Word Workout provides a complete learning experience, with clear explanations of meanings, word histories, usages, pronunciation, and more. Far more than a cram session for a standardized test, the audiobook is designed as a lifetime vocabulary builder, teaching a vocabulary shared by only the top percentage of Americans, with a proven method that helps the knowledge last.

From "tribulation" to "nefarious," from "meander" to "impropriety," Charles Elster has carefully picked the words you need to know, and given you an easy, fast, and fail-safe way to learn and remember them.

PRAISE

Praise for The Accidents of Style:

“Charles Elster shines a bright light on 350 major potholes, pitfalls, and pratfalls that pock the road of writing. His sage advice...points the reader in the direction of a smoother journey toward writing well.” —Richard Lederer, author of Anguished English

“This book is perfect for people who want to take their prose from the pothole-filled side streets to the Autobahn...After I read it, I felt like I'd just had my writing engines tuned by a master mechanic. The Accidents of Style is essential for anyone who's serious about the written word.” —Martha Brockenbrough, author of Things That Make Us (Sic)

CHARLES HARRINGTON ELSTER is a nationally recognized authority on language and the author of The Accidents of Style, Verbal Advantage and many other books. He has written for The New York Times Magazine, the Boston Globe, and the Wall Street Journal, and been a guest commentator on hundreds of radio shows. He lives in San Diego, California.
**Word Workout, Level Four**

*Building a Muscular Vocabulary One Step at a Time*

Charles Harrington Elster; Read by the author

A practical audiobook program for building vocabulary, from the expert that brought you *Verbal Advantage* and *The Accidents of Style*.

"People judge you by the words you use." This has never been more true than in our text-driven world of quick communications and often sloppy language use. *Word Workout* is a practical audiobook for building vocabulary—a graduated program featuring thousands of words that begins with words known by most college graduates and ascends to words known only by the most educated, intelligent, and well-read adults. The workout is a comprehensive program, chock-full of information about synonyms, antonyms, and word origins, and replete with advice on proper usage and pronunciation, with creative review quizzes and longer review tests after each level to reinforce learning. Unlike other vocabulary audiobooks, *Word Workout* provides a complete learning experience, with clear explanations of meanings, word histories, usages, pronunciation, and more. Far more than a cram session for a standardized test, the audiobook is designed as a lifetime vocabulary builder, teaching a vocabulary shared by only the top percentage of Americans, with a proven method that helps the knowledge last.

From "hackneyed" to "ensconce," from "plutocrat" to "demagogue," Charles Elster has carefully picked the words you need to know, and given you an easy, fast, and fail-safe way to learn and remember them.

**PRAISE**

Praise for *The Accidents of Style*:

“Charles Elster shines a bright light on 350 major potholes, pitfalls, and pratfalls that pock the road of writing. His sage advice...points the reader in the direction of a smoother journey toward writing well.” —Richard Lederer, author of *Anguished English*

“This book is perfect for people who want to take their prose from the pothole-filled side streets to the Autobahn...After I read it, I felt like I'd just had my writing engines tuned by a master mechanic. *The Accidents of Style* is essential for anyone who's serious about the written word.” —Martha Brockenbrough, author of *Things That Make Us (Sic)*

**CHARLES HARRINGTON ELSTER** is a nationally recognized authority on language and the author of *The Accidents of Style*, *Verbal Advantage* and many other books. He has written for *The New York Times Magazine*, the *Boston Globe*, and the *Wall Street Journal*, and been a guest commentator on hundreds of radio shows. He lives in San Diego, California.
You Can Trust Me

A Novel

Sophie McKenzie; Read by Marisa Calin

The suspicious circumstances of her best friend’s apparent suicide drive a young woman to the possibility that it was murder—and might involve the same man who killed her sister eighteen years ago...

On a quiet, gray, Saturday morning, Livy arrives at her best friend Julia’s flat for a lunch date only to find her dead. Though all the evidence supports it, Livy cannot accept the official ruling of suicide; the Julia she remembers was loud, inappropriate, joyful, outrageous and loving, not depressed. The suspicious circumstances cause Livy to dig further, and she is suddenly forced to confront a horrifying possibility: that Julia was murdered, by the same man who killed Livy’s sister, Kara, eighteen years ago.

Desperate to understand the tragedies of her past, Livy throws herself into the search for Kara and Julia’s killer, who she now believes is someone close to her family. But if that is true, who can she still trust? Damien, the man Julia was secretly dating? Leo, her husband’s boss and a close family friend? His son Paul, her husband’s best mate since college? Or Will, her own dear husband, who has betrayed her perhaps one time too many?

When Livy finally faces her sister’s killer, and he tries to force her to destroy her family with one horrible, impossible choice, she must finally decide: is she strong enough to trust herself?

PRAISE

“Once you start listening to this audio cocktail spiked with Gaslight, The Memory Keeper’s Daughter and a dash of The Bad Seed, don’t plan to do anything else.” — BookPage

“The story is told by Geniver, and reader Marisa Calin brings a richness in tone and personality to the character.” — The Star-Ledger

“...skillfully narrated by Marisa Calin in an inspired, emotional performance. Calin’s ability to capture the essence of the novel’s troubled, ravaged heroine, Geniver Loxley, is extraordinary. Calin’s pacing is steady, her tone is simple and understated, and yet her voice possesses a slight tremble during Geniver’s dialogue.” — Publishers Weekly

SOPHIE MCKENZIE is also the bestselling author of more than fifteen novels for children and teens in the UK, including the award winning Girl, Missing and Sister, Missing. She has won numerous awards, was one of the first Richard and Judy children’s book club winners, and has twice been longlisted for the prestigious Carnegie Medal. McKenzie lives in London and writes full-time.
The World Beyond Your Head

On Becoming an Individual in an Age of Distraction

Matthew B. Crawford; Read by Oliver Wyman

A groundbreaking new audiobook from the bestselling author of Shop Class as Soulcraft

In his bestselling book Shop Class as Soulcraft, Matthew B. Crawford explored the ethical and practical importance of manual competence, as expressed through mastery of our physical environment. In his brilliant follow-up, The World Beyond Your Head, Crawford investigates the challenge of mastering one’s own mind.

We often complain about our fractured mental lives and feel beset by outside forces that destroy our focus and disrupt our peace of mind. Any defense against this, Crawford argues, requires that we reckon with the way attention shapes the self.

Crawford investigates the intense focus of ice hockey players and short-order chefs, the quasi-autistic behavior of gambling addicts, the familiar hassles of daily life, and the deep, slow craft of building pipe organs. He shows that our current crisis of attention is only superficially the result of digital technology, and becomes more comprehensible when understood as the coming to fruition of certain assumptions at the root of Western culture that are profoundly at odds with human nature.

The World Beyond Your Head makes sense of an astonishing array of common experience, from the frustrations of airport security to the rise of the hipster. With implications for the way we raise our children, the design of public spaces, and democracy itself, this is an audiobook of urgent relevance to contemporary life.

PRAISE

Praise for Shop Class as Soulcraft:


“Recent press coverage has sent word-of-mouth buzz on Shop Class through the roof, but it really is a book whose time, in our culture, has come.” —Susan Salter Reynolds, Los Angeles Times

MATTHEW B. CRAWFORD is a senior fellow at the University of Virginia’s Institute for Advanced Studies in Culture and a fabricator of components for custom motorcycles. His bestselling book Shop Class as Soulcraft: An Inquiry into the Value of Work, which has been translated into nine languages, has prompted a wide rethinking of education and labor policies in the United States and Europe, leading The Sunday Times to call him “one of the most influential thinkers of our time.”
Undeniable

Evolution and the Science of Creation

Bill Nye; Read by the author

From the host of Bill Nye the Science Guy comes an impassioned, compelling argument for the scientific unviability of creationism and the absolute necessity of its removal from the classroom

Sparked by a provocative comment to BigThink.com last fall, and fueled by a highly controversial debate with Creation Museum curator Ken Ham, Bill Nye's campaign to confront the scientific shortcoming of creationism has exploded in just a few months into a national crusade. In this book, he expands the points he has made, and claims that this debate is not so much about religion versus science, as about the nature of science itself. With infectious enthusiasm, he reveals the mechanics of evolutionary theory, explains how it is rooted in the testable and verifiable scientific method, and why it is therefore a sound explanation of our beginning. He argues passionately that to continue to assert otherwise, to continue to insist that creationism has a place in the science classroom is harmful not only to our children, but to the future of the greater world as well.

PRAISE

Praise for Bill Nye's debate:

"Bill Nye channels Carl Sagan and talks about the excitement of discovery. It's quite eloquent..."—Dr. Jerry A. Coyne, professor at the University of Chicago and author of Why Evolution is True

"The most important thing about this debate...is that it was thoroughly disruptive of the evolution-creationism status quo."—Mother Jones

BILL NYE is a scientist, engineer, comedian, and inventor. He has a BS in Mechanical Engineering from Cornell University where he studied under Carl Sagan, and worked on the 747 as an engineer at Boeing before creating and hosting his much-loved Emmy award-winning PBS/Discovery Channel show "Bill Nye the Science Guy." He holds three Honorary Doctorate degrees from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Goucher College, and Johns Hopkins, and teaches at Cornell regularly as a visiting professor.
The Midnight Plan of the Repo Man

W. Bruce Cameron; Read by George K. Wilson

Bestselling author W. Bruce Cameron delivers a wonderful story about finding truth, love, and yourself

Ruddy McCann, former college football star, has experienced a seismic drop in popularity; he is now Kalkaska, Michigan’s full-time repo man and part-time bar bouncer. His best friend is his low-energy Basset hound Jake, with whom he shares a simple life of stealing cars.

Simple, that is, until Ruddy starts hearing a voice in his head.

The voice introduces himself as Alan Lottner, a dead realtor. Ruddy isn’t sure if Alan is real, or if he’s losing his mind. To complicate matters, it turns out Katie, the girl he’s fallen for, is Alan’s daughter.

When Alan demands Ruddy find his murderers, Ruddy decides a voice in your head seeking vengeance is best ignored. When Alan also demands he clean up his act, and apartment, Ruddy tells him to back off, but where can a voice in your head go?

With a sweet romance, a murder mystery, a lazy but loyal dog and a town full of cabin-fevered characters you can’t help but love, New York Times bestselling novelist W. Bruce Cameron’s The Midnight Plan of the Repo Man is yet another laugh-out-loud, keep-you-up-late, irresistible listen.

PRAISE

“A joy to read! At once, original, absorbing, hilarious, gripping and emotionally satisfying. A deftly written, small town family chronicle wrapped in a laugh out loud premise, wrapped even tighter in a page-turning thriller. I marveled at every page!” —Andrew Gross, NYT Bestselling author of No Way Back and Everything to Lose on Midnight Plan of the Repo Man

“Readers will devour this wonderful story and cry from beginning to end. Sweet and heartfelt.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review on A Dog’s Journey
Holy Cow

* A Modern-Day Dairy Tale

David Duchovny; Read by the author

**MARKETING**

* Read by the author
* Social media pre-order campaign including video of author in studio
* Google keyword advertising

Audio tie-in to the FSG marketing plans, including:
* National Publicity
* National Advertising

Elsie Bovary is a cow, and a pretty happy one at that—her long, lazy days are spent eating, napping, and chatting with her best friend, Mallory. One night, Elsie and Mallory sneak out of their pasture; but while Mallory is interested in flirting with the neighboring bulls, Elsie finds herself drawn to the farmhouse. Through the window, she sees the farmer’s family gathered around a bright Box God—and what the Box God reveals about something called an “industrial meat farm” shakes Elsie’s understanding of her world to its core.

There’s only one solution: escape to a better, safer world. And so a motley crew is formed: Elsie; Jerry—excuse me, Shalom—a cranky, Torah-reading pig who’s recently converted to Judaism; and Tom, a suave (in his own mind, at least) turkey who can’t fly, but who *can* work an iPhone with his beak. Toting stolen passports and slapdash human disguises, they head for the airport.

Elsie is our wise-cracking, pop-culture-reference-dropping, slyly witty narrator; Tom—who does eventually learn to fly (sort of)—dispenses psychiatric advice in a fake German accent; and Shalom, rejected by his adopted people in Jerusalem, ends up unexpectedly uniting Israelis and Palestinians. David Duchovny’s charismatic creatures point the way toward a mutual understanding and acceptance that the world desperately needs.

**DAVID DUCHOVNY** is a television, stage, and screen actor, as well as a screenwriter and director.
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